
Year 10 GCSE ART – Term 2 Materials
Artist Studies Artist Link

Biro László Bíró initially a versatile and sleek pen that reduced the hassle 
of refilling and smudging. Artists, use Biro and add it to sketching 
inventory.
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Water-Colour Refers both to the medium and works of art made using the 
medium of watercolour – a water soluble paint with transparent 
properties. 
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Charcoal A form of a dry art medium made of finely ground organic materials 
that are held together. They are often used by artists for their 
versatile properties, the rough texture leaves marks less permanent 
than other Visual arts media. Charcoal can produce lines that are 
very light or intensely black. 
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Chalk Pastels An art medium in the form of a stick. The pigments used in pastels 
are similar to those used to produce some other coloured visual 
arts media, such as oil paints. Pastels have been used by artists 
since the Renaissance, and gained considerable popularity in the 
18th century,
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Year 10 GCSE ART – Term 2 Project  
Reflection

Remembering What did you do? Describe your process. 

Understanding What was important about what I did? 
What did you learn from the images/artists 
and techniques you chose to explore. 

Applying How did you use this skills? Could you use it 
again? 

Analysing What formal elements make up the work? 
What marks/techniques does the artist use? 

Evaluating How well did it go? Which areas would you 
improve on in the future? 

Creating What will you do next? 

Personal 
Response

How do you feel about the piece? The 
artist? Your work? How did the artist 
directly influence your work? 

Artist Study

Andrea Joseph- is a self-
taught artist and illustrator 
living in the Derbyshire. She 
began drawing daily life using 
simple ball point pens and 
spent five years developing 
her skills in her living room. 
She discovered sketching on 
location and now works with 
paints, inks, markers and 
coloured pencils to create 
more expressive, colourful 
work.


